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Designinga
QuaZitative Study

Cantrary to what yau may have henrd.
qualitative research designs do e;(ist.
-Miles and Huberman
Quulitative

Data rlllal.l'sjs, 1994'

As the above quote suggests, Uqualitative research designU has often been
treated as an oxymoron. One reason for this is that the dominant, quantit:uively
oriented models of rese:J.rch design presented in textbooks fit poorly with [he
ways that most qua1itative researchers go about their work (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). These models usually treat Udesign" in one of two ways. Some take
designs to be fi.~ed. standard arrangements
of research conditions and me[hods
that havetheir
own coherence :J.nd logic, as possible answers to the question,
What research design are you using? For example, a randomized,
double-blind
experiment is one research design; an in[errupted time series design is another.
Qualitative
research lacks any such elaborate [ypology into which studies can
be pigeonholed.
Q[her models present design as a logical progression of stages or [asks.
from problem formulatían to [he genera[íon of conclusions or [heory, that are
necessary in planning or carrying out a study. Al[hough so me versions of chiS)
approach are circular or iter:J.tive (see, for example, Bickman. Rog, & Hedrick,
Chapter l. this volurne), so that later steps connect back to earlier ones, al!
such models are linear in the sense [hat they are made up of one-directional
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scqucnccs of S[CPS Chal rcprcscn[ wha[ is seen as [he optimal order for conccptuaJizing or conducting the different components or activities of a study.
This view of design does not adcquately represent the logic and process of
qualitative research. In a qualitative study, the activities ofcollecting
and anaIyzing data, developing and modifying theory, elaborating or refocusing the
research questions, and identifying and dealing with validity threats are usually
going on more or less simultaneously,
each influencing all of the others. In
addition. the researcher may need to reconsidcr or modify any design decision
during the study in rcsponse to ncw devefopments or to changes in some other
aspect of the designo Grady and \Vallston (1988) argue that applied research in
genaal requires a flexible. nonsequential
approach and "an entirely different
model of the research process than the traditional one offered in most textbooks" (p. 10).

This model has five components, each of which addresses
of issues that are essential to the coherence of your study:

a different

set

What are the ultimate goals of this study? What issues is it intended
to illuminate, and what practices will it intluence? Why do you want to conduCl
il, and why should we care about (he results' Why is the srudy worth doing?

\. Purpases:

2. Conceptual

cOlltext: What do you think is going on with the things you plan to

study' What theories. tindings. and conceptual frameworks relating to these
will guide or inform your sludy, and what lilerature. preliminary research. and
personal experience \ViIIyou draw on? This component of the design contains
the theory that you already ha"e or are developing about the setting or issues
that·you are studying.
questiollS: What. specifically, do you want to understand by doing
this study? What do you no( know about the things you are studying that you
wanc to learn? What questions will your research attempt to answer. and how
are ¡hese questions rela¡ed to one anocher?

3. Research

This docs not mea n that qualitative research lacks design; as Yin (1994)
says. "Every type of empirical research has an implicit. if not explicit. research
design" (p. 19). Qualitati ve research simply requires a broader and less restrictive concept of "design" than the traditional ones described above. Thus
Becker, Geer, Hughes, and Strauss (1961), authors of a classic qualitative study
ofmedical students, begin their chapter titled "Design of the Study" by stating:

4. Methods: What will you actually do in conducting this study'? What approaches

and techniques will you use to collect and analyze your data. and how do these
constitute an incegrated strategy?
5. Validity: How mighc you be wrong? What are the plausible alternative expla-

(n one sense. our study had no designo That is. we had no well-worked-out set ol
hypotheses to be tesced. no data-gathering instruments purposely designed to
secure: informatíon relevant to these hypotheses, no set of analytic procedures
.spec'itie\,1 in advance. [nsofar as the term "design" implies these features 01'
elaborate pribr ¡:;Ianning, our study had no ne.
[f we take the idea of design in a larger and looser sense. using it to identify
¡hose clements of order. system. and consistency our procedures did exhibit, our
study had a design, We can say what this was by describing our original view 01'
¡he problem. our theoretical and methodological commitments, and the way these
art'ected our research and were affected by it as we proceeded. (p. (7)

For these reasons, the model ol' design that [ present here, which 1 call 'In
model. consists of the components of a research study and the ways
in which thcse components may al'fect and be affccled by one another. rt does
not presuppose any particular order for these components.
or any necessáry directionality of influence; as with qualitative research in general, "it depends.'·
Om: 01' my goals in this chapter is to try to point out the things that [ think these
intluences depend 011.
interaClive

The model thus resembles the more general definition of design employed
outsid<:: of research: "an underlying scheme that governs functioning. developing, or unfolding" and "the arrangement of elements or details in a product or
work of are" (/vlerriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictiollary,
1993). A good design,
one in which the components work harmoniously
together, promotes efficient
and successful functioning; a fIawed design Icads to poor operation or faiture.

nations and validity threats to the potential conclusions of your study, and how
will you deal with these' Why should we betieve your results'?
These components are not radically <:Iifferent from the ones presented in
many other discussions 01' qualitative or applied research design (e.g., LeCompte
& Preissle. 1993; Lincoln & Guba. 1985: Miles & Huberman. 1994; Robson.
1993). What is distinctive in this model are the relationships among the components. The components form an integrated and interacting whole, with each
component closely tied to several others. rather than being linked in a linear or
cyclic sequence. Ihe lines between the components
in Figure 3.1 represent
two-way connections of intluence or implication. Although there are also connections other than those emphasized here (for example, between purposes and
methods, and between conceptual context and validity), those shown in the
figure are usually the most importan!.
The upper triangle of chis model should be a closely inlegrated unít. Your
research questions should have a clear reJationship to the purposes of your
study, and should be informed by what is already known ¡¡bout the things you
are studying and [he theoretical ¡ools that can be applied tú these, In addition,
the purposes ofthe study should be informed both by current theory and knowledge and by what questions you can actually answer, and your choices of relevant theory and knowledge depend on the purposes and questions.
Similarly, the bott6m triangle of the model should 'lIso be closely integrated. The methods you use must enable you to answer your rcsearch questions, and 'lIso to deal with plausible vaJidity threats to these answers. The
questions, in turn, need to b<::framed so as to take the feasibility of ¡he methods
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Researeh Design

anc..llhe seriousness of particular validity threats ¡mo account; in addition, the
plausibility and relevance of particular validity threats depend on the questions
and methods chosen. The 'research questions are the center or hub of the model;
they connect the other four components
¡nto a coherent whole, and need 10
inform, and be responsive 10, all of the other components.
There are many other factors besides these five components
that should
intluence the design of your study; these inelude your research abili¡ies, the
available resources, perceived problems, ethical standards, the researeh setting.
and the data and preliminary eonelusions of the study. In my view, these are
not part 01' ¡he design of a s(udy; rather, they either belong ¡O the environment
within which the research and its design exist or are products af the research.
Figure 3.2 presents some of the enviranmental
factars that can influence the
design and conduct 01' a study.
.1do not believe that ¡here is one right model for qualitative or applied
research. designo However, 1 think that the madel I pres.enl here is a useful one.
for three main reasons:
1. It explicitly idenrifies as compon~nlS 01' design the key issues abou¡ which
decisions need [Q be rnade. These issues are ¡herefore less likely lO be ignored.
and can be deal¡ with in a systernatic rnanner.

:!.

I¡ emphasizes ¡he ;nreracr;ve nature al' designdecisions
in qualitative and
applied research. and the multiple connections arnong the design components.

J. It provides a model for ¡he strueture 01' a propasa/ for a qualitative study, one
that clearly cornrnunicales and jusrifies [he majar design decisions and Ihe
connections arnong these (see Ma.~wr:ll, 1996a).
Because a design for your study a1ways exists, explicitly or implicitly, it
is important to make this design explicit, 10 get it out in the open. where its
strengths. limitations. and implie..!¡ions can be clearly underslOod. [n the re-
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Figure 3.2. Contextual Factors !ntluencing Research Design
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mainder of this chapler, I present the main design issues involved in each of
¡he five components of my model, and the implications of each component foro
Ihe olhers. Ido nOI discuss in detail how 10 actually do qualitative research. or
deal in depth with the theoretical and philosophical
views that have informed
this approach. For additional guidance on Ihese topics, see ¡he contributions
of
Fetlerman (Chapter 16) and Stewarl and Shamdasani (Chapter 17) to this hand·
book; the more extensive treatments by Panon (1990), Eisner and Peshkin
(1990), LeCompte and Preissle (1993), Glesne and Peshkin (1992), Weiss
(1994), Miles and Huberman (1994), and Wolcolt (1995); and the encyclopedic
handbooks edited by LeCompte, Millroy. and Preissle (1992) and by Denzin
and Lineoln (1994). My focus here is on how tO design a qualitative study that
arri ves a¡ valid conclusions and suceessfully and efficiently achieves ils goals.

m

?urposes: Wlzy Are You Doing Tlzis Study?

Without a clear sense 01' ¡he purposes of your research, you are apt to lose
your foeus and spend your time and effort doing things that won't contribute
to these purposes. (1 use pllrpose here in a broad sense, to induLte motives.
ctesires, and goals-anylhing
that leads you lO do the study or that you hape .'¡)J
aecomplish by doing it.) Your purposes help 10 guide your other ctesign deeisions. to ensure that your study is worrh doing. that you get out of it what you
want.

le is userul to distinguísh among three kinds of purposes for doing a study:
personal purposes, practical purposes, and research purposes. Personal purposes are those that moti vate )'0'1 to do this study; they can inc1ude a desire to
change some existing situation, a curiosity about a specific phenomenon
or
event, or si mply the need to advance your career. These personal purposes often
overlap with your' practical or research purposes. but they may also include
deeply rooted individual desires and needs that bear little relationship to your
"ofncial" reasons for doing the study.
It is important that you recognize and take account of the personal purposes
that drive and inform your research. Eradicating or submerging your personal
goals and conccrns is impossible, and attempting to do so is unnecessary. What
is necessary, in qualitati ve design, is that you be aIVare of these concerns and
how they may be shaping your research, and that you think about how best to
deal with their consequences.
To the extent that your design decisions and data
analyses are based on personal desircs and you have nOI made a careful assessment of the implications of these for your methods and results, you are in
danger ol' arriving at invalid conc1usions.
However, your personal reasons l'or wanting to conduct a study, and the
experiences and perspectives
in which these are grounded, are not simply a
source of"bias" (see the laterdiscussion
ol'this issue in the section on validity);
thcy can also provide you with a valuable source ol' insight, theory, and data
abour thephenomcna
you are studying (Marshall & Rossman, 1995, pp. 17 -22;
Strauss & Corbin, 1990. pp. 42-43). This source is discussed in the ne.~t section,
in the sulJsection on experiential knowledge.
Gne person¡'¡1 purpose in particular that deserves thought is your motivation
l'or choosing a qualitative approach. Qualitative research is not easier than
quantitative research, and seeking to avoid statistics bears little relationship to
having (he personal interests and skills required for the conduct of qualitative
inquiry (Locke, Spirduso, & Silverman, 1993, pp. 107-110). Your reasons for
adoptino a qualitative approach need to be compatible with your other purposes, y~ur research questions, and the requirements ol' carrying out qualitative
research.
Sesides your personal purposes, there are two other, more public kinds of
purposes that [ want to distinguish and discuss: practical purposes (including
administrative
or policy purposes) and research purposes. Practical purposes
are focused on accomplishing something-meeting
some need, changing so me
situarion, or achieving some goal. Research purposes, on the other hand, are
focused on tlnderslanding
something, gaining some insight into what is going
on and why it is happening. Although applied research design places much
more emphasis on practical purposes than does basic research, you still need
to address the issue of what you want to undersland by doing the study, and
how this understanding
will contribute to your accomplishing
your practical
purposes. (The issue ol' what you want to understand is discussed in more detaíl
belnw. in the scction on rescarch questions.)

There are five particular
are especially useful:

research

purposes

for which qualitative

studies

l. Underslanding the meaning. for participants in the study, of the events. si tuations. and actions thcy are involved with. and of Ihe accounts that they give
oftheir lives anu experiences. In a qualitative study, you are interested not only
in the physical events and bchavior taking place. but also in how the participants in your study make sensc of thcse. and how their understandinus influence their behavior. The perspectives on events and actions held by th; people
involved in them are not simply their accounts 01' these events and actions, to
be assessed in terms 01' truth or fa'lsity; they are par! 01 the reality that you are
trying to understand (Max well. 1992; Menzel. ¡978}. This focus on meaning
is central lO what is known as the "interpretive" approach to social scicnce
(Bredo & Feinberg, 1982; Geertz, 1973; Rabinow & Sullivan, (979).
2. Understanding Ihe particular COflle:<.1 within which the panicipants act, and the
intluence this context has on their actions. Qualitative researchers typically
study a relatively small number of individuals or situations and prcserve the
individuality of each 01' these in their analyses, ralher than collecting data from
large samples and aggregating the data across individuals or situations. Thus
they are able to understand how events. actions, and meanings are shaped by
the unique circumstances in which thcse occur.
3. Idcntifying unanticipatcd phenomena and influcnces. and gcnerating new.
"grounded" theories about the lalter. Qualitative research has long bcen useo
for this purpose by survey and e.~peri mental researchcrs. who ot'ten conduct
"cxploratory" qualitative studies tu hclp them design their questionnaires and
identify variables forexperimental investigation. Although qualitative rcsearch
is not rcstricted lO this c.~plora{ory role. it is still an important strength of
qualitative methods.
4. Understanding the pracesses by \Vhich cvents and actions take place. Although
qualitali ve rc~earch is no! unconcemed with outcomes. a major strength of
qualitative studies is their ability to get at the processes that lead. to Ihese
outcomes, processes that e.~peri mental and survey research are often pOOl'at
identifying (Britan, 1973; Pauon, 1990, pp. 94ff.).
5. Developing causal e~planations. The traditional view that qualitativc research
cannot identify causal relationships has long been disputed by some qualitacive
researchers (Britan, 1978; Denzin. 1978), and bo!h qualitati ve and quantitative
researchers are increasingJy accepting the legitimacy ·of. using qualitative
methods for causal inference (e.g .. Cook & Shadish, 1985; Erickson. 1986/1990.
p. 3:2: iv!axwell. 1996b; Miles & Huberman. 1994. pp. 144-148; Mohr, 1995.
pp. 261-273. 1996; Rossi & Berk, 1991, p. 226; Sayer. 1992). Deriving causal
explanations from a qualitative study is not an easy or straightforward task, but
qualitative rcsearch is no different from quantitative research in this respect.
Both approachcs need tu identify and deal with the plausible validity threats
to any proposed causal explanation, as discussed below.
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These research purposes, and the inductive, open-ended
require, give qualitative research :In advaotage in addressing
cal purposes,

includíng

strategy that they
numerous practi-

the following .

I1Itllfl,~

f'l1/ •• d
ff1arch

Gen.:rating resu/ts alld theories that are unden·tandable and experientially
credible. bOllr lO Ihe people being sluúieú and to olhers (Balster, 1983). AIchough quanticative data may have greater credibility for some purposes and
auuiences. the specitic decaíl and personal immediacy of qualitative data can
I@au tO th@ir gn::1ter intluence in other situations, For e ..(ample, I waS ¡nvolved
in une evaluation, oe how teaching rounds in one hospital department could be
improved, th:1t relied primarily on participant observation of rounds and openenoed interviews with'staff physicians and residents (Maxwell, Cohen, & Reinhard, 1983). The ev:¡luation led to decisive departmental
action, in part because
department membas felt chat the report, which contained detailed descript!ons
of ~lctivitic:s during rounds and numerous quotes from interviews to support the
analysis of !he problems wi!h rounds, "[Old i! like it really was" rather than
simply presented numbers and generalizations
to back up i!s recommendations.
CondL/ctillg forma!ive sCL/dies.ones that are illtended lOhe/p improve existing practice racha ¡/UCll simply lO determine the OL/tcomes of che program or
pr(/,.tice beillg swdied (Scriven. 1967, 1991). In such studies, which are particulady useful for applic:d research, it is more important to understand the process
by which things happen in a particular situatíon than tO measure outcomes rigorously

or to compare

a given situation

with others,

Engaging in collaborative, accion, or "empowerment" research with practitiolll!rs or research participancs (e.g .• Cousins & Eart. 1995: Fetterman,
Kaft:J.rian, & Wandersman,
1996; Oja & Smulyan, 1989; Whyte. 1991). The
focus of qualitative research on particular contexts and their meaning for the
participants in these concexts. and on the processes accurring in these contexts,
makes it especial\y suicable for collaborations
wirh practitioners or with members of the community being studied (Patton. t 990, pp. 129-130; Reason, t 994).A useful way of sorting out and formulating the purposes of your study ís
to write Olemos in which you retlect on your goals and motives, as well as the
implications
al' these for your design decisions (for more information on such
memos,seeMaxwell,
1996a;Mills,
1959,pp. 197_198:Strauss&Corbi
n,I990,
chap. 12). 1 regularly use such Olemos as assignmems in my methods courses;
one doctoral student. Isabel Londoño, said that "writing Olemos for classes was
key, having !O put things lO paper:' in flguring out her purpose~; in choosing a
dissertation

topic (see Max well, [996a, pp. 22-23).

m

Conceptual Contexto' Wlzat Do You Tlzink ls Going On?

. The conce~tual
con.text of your study is the system of concepts, assump[Ions, expectauons,
bellefs, and thwries that supports and informs vour research. This context, or a diagrammatic
representation
of it. is often 'called a
"conceptual
framework"
(Hedrick, Bickman, & Rog, 1993, p. 19: Miles &
Huberman. 1994: Robson, 1993). Mi!';:s and Huberman (1994) state that a conceptual framework "explains, either graphically or in narrative form; the main
things tO be studied-!he
key factors, concepts, ar variables-ano
the presumed
relationships
among them" (p. 18) ..
Thus your conceptual concext is a formuI:ltion of what you think is going
on with the phenomena you are studying-a
tentative theor)' of what is happening. Theary provides a model ar map of why the world is the way it is
(Strauss, 1995). lt is a simplificatían
01' the world, but a simplification
aimed
:lt clarifying anJ explaining so me aspect of how it works. It is not simply a
"framework."
although it can provide that, but a SlOry aboue what you think is
happening and why. A useful eheory is one !hat tells an enlightening story about
some phenomenon.
one !hat gi ves you new insights and broadens your understanding or !ha! phenomenon. The function 01' theorv in your desi"n is to infor~
the rest of rhe Jesign-to
help you to assess your p~rposes,
deve~op and select
realistic and rekV:lOe research questions and methods, amI idencify potencial'
validity threats to your conclusíons.
Some writers label this pan of a research design ar proposal as thG "Iitera!ure review." This can be a dangerously
misleading term, for three reasons:
First, it can lead you to rocus narrowly on "Iiterature," ignoring other conceptual resources tha! may be of equal or greater importance for your study, including your own experience. Second, it tends to generate a strategy of "covering the field" rather than focusing specifically on those studies and eheories
that are par!!cularly relevant to your research. Third, it can make you think that
your task is simply descriptive-to
tell what previous researc!Jcrs have found
or whae theories have been proposed. [n developing a conceptual context, your
purpose is no! only descriptive, but also critical; you need to treat "the literacure" not as an awhority to be deferred [O, but as a useful but fallible source of .
ideas about what's going on, and to attempt to see alternative ways of framing
the ¡ssues.
AnO!her way of putting !his is that the conceptual context for your research
study is something that is conslructed. not found. [t incorporates
pieces that
are borrowed from elsewhere, but the structure, !he overall coherence, is something that YOLI build, not something that exists ready-madc:. 8t:cker (1986,
pp. 141 ff.) systematically
develops the idea chat prior work provides modL/les
that you can use in building your conceptual context, modult:s that you nt;:t:d
to examine critically to make sure they work effectively with the rest of /Jur
designo There are four main sources for these modules: your own t:xperiential
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knowledge, existirig
thought e.xperiments.

o

thcory and research,

pilot and. exploratory

studies,

and

you to overlook important ways of conceptualizing
your study or key implications of your results. The literature has the advantage of what he calls "ideological hegemony," making it difficult for you to See any phenomenon
in ways
that are different from those that are prevalent in the literature. Trying to fit
your insights i nto this established framework can deform your argumento weakening its Iogic and making it harder for you to see what this new way of framing
the phenomenon
might contri bu te. Becker describes how e.xisting theory and
perspectives deformed hís early research on marijuana use, leading him to focus on the dominant question ín the !iterature and to i"nore the most interestin"
implications and possibilitíes of hís study.
°
.
°

Experienlial Knawledge

Traditionally,·what
you bring to the research from your background and
identity has been treated as "bias," something whose influence needs to be
eliminated from the design, rather than a valuable component of it. However,
the explicit incorporatíon of your identity and experience (what Strauss, 1987,
calls "experiential data") in your research has recently gained much wider theon:tical and philosophical support (e.g., Berg & Smíth, 1988; hnsen & Peshkin,
1992). Using this experience in your research can provide you wíth a major
source of insights, hypotheses, and validity checks. For example, Grady and
Wallston (1988, p.41) describe how one health care researcher used insíghts
l'rom her own experience to design a study of why many women don' t do breast
sel f-examination.
This is not a license to impose your assumptions and values uncritically
on the research. Reason (1988) uses the term "critical subjectivity"
to refer to
"a quality of awareness in which We do not suppress our primary experience;
nor do we allow ourselves to be swept away and overwhelmed by it; rather we
rJise it to consciousness
and use it as part of the inquiry process" (p. 12). However, there are few well-developed
and explicit strategies for doing this. One
technique that [ use in my qualitatíve methods course and in my own research
is what I call a "researcher experience memo"; [ have given suggestions for
this élsewhere (Maxwell, 1996a). Basically, this illvolves reflecting on, and
writing down, the different aspects of your experience and identity that are
potentially relevant to your study. Doing this can generate unexpected insights
and conllections, as well as create a valuable record of these.

o

Becker CI 986) argues that there is' no way to be sure when the established
approach is wrong or misleading or when your alternative is superior. AII you
can do is try to identify the ideological component of the established approach,
and scc what happens whcn you abandon these assumptions. He asserts that "a
serious scholar ought routinely to inspect competing ways of talking about the
same subject matter," and warns, "Use the literacure, don't let it USe you"
(p. 149; see also Milis, 1959).
A review of relevant prior research can serve severa] other purposes ín your
design besides providing you with existing theory (see Strauss, 1987, pp. 4856). First, you can use ít to develop ajustificatíon
for your scudy-to
show how
your work will address an important need or unanswered question (Marshall
& Rossman.
1995, pp. 22-26). Second. it can inform your decisions about
mcthods, suggesting alternative approaches or revealing potentiJI problems
with your plans. Third, it can be a sourCe of data that you can use to test or
modify your theories. You can see if existing theory, the results of your pilot
reseJrch, or your experientia! understanding is supported or challenged by previous studies. Finally, you can use prior research to help you generate theory.
For example, [ have used a wide range of empirical studies, as well as modules
deríved from existing theory. to develop a radícally different theory of the
relationshíps
among.diversity,
social solidarity, and community
from that
prevalent in the literature (Maxwell, in press), and [am currently applying this
theory in an attempt to e.xplain the SUCcess of a systemic educational reform
initiative in a multiracial and multiethnic urban school district.

Existing Theary and Research

The second major source of modules for your conceptual context is existin" theory and research. This can be found not only in published work, but in
unopublished papers and dissertations,
in conference presentations,
and ín the
heads ol' active researchers in your field (Locke et al., 1993, pp. 48·49).
Using existing theory in qualitative research has both advantages and dan"
gers. A use fui theory helps you to organize what you see. Particular pieces of
OJtJ that otherwise might seem unconnectcd or irrelevant to one another or to
your research questions can be related if you can fit them into the theory. A
useful theory al so illuminates what you are seeing in your research. It draws
your attcntion to pJrticular events or phenomena, and sheds light on relationships that micrht otherwise "O unnoticed or misunderstood.
Howeve~
Becker (1986°) warns that the e:dsting literature, and the assumptiuns embedded in it, can deform the way you frame your research, causing

o

.~

Pilat and Explaratory Sludies

Pilot studies serve some of the same functions as prior research, but they
can be focused more precisely on your own concerns and theories. You can
design pilot studies specifically to test your ideas or methods and explore their
implications,
or to inductively develop growlded theory. One particular use
that pilot studies have in qualitative research is to generate an understanding
of the concepts and theories he Id by the people you are studying-what
[ have
called "interpretatíon"
(Maxwell. (992). This is not simply a source of additional concepts for your theury: instead, it provides you with an understanding
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of ¡he meaning that these phenomena
and events have for the ac[Ors who are
involved in them, and the perspectives
that inform their actjons. In a qualitatjve
study, these meanings and perspectives
shoutd constitute an imporeant focus
of your theory; as discussed earlier, they are one of the things your theory is
ClbOl//,
not simply a source of theoretica] insightsand
building biocks for the

hmer.

o

rhoughl Experilnlinrs

Thaught e:<periments have a long and respected traditíon in the physical
~cíences
(much aY Einstein's
work was based on thought experiments),
but
have received litele auenlion in discussions
of research design, particularly
qualitative
research designo Thought experiments
draw on both theory and experience to answer "what ir' questions, lo seek out Ihe logical implications
of
v;¡rious properties of the phenomena you want to study. They can be usecfboth
(¡) test your current
theory for logical problems and to generate new theoretical
insights. They encourage creativity and a sense of exploration,
and can help
you to make explici[ [he experiential
knowledge
[hat you already possess. Fin~ll1y, thel' are easy [O do, once you develop [he skit!. Valuable discussions of
[hought e.~perimen[s
in the social sciences are presented by Milis (1959) and
L;¡ve and ;'v(arch ( (975).
Experience,
prior theory and research, pilot studies, and thought experiments are the four major sources of the conceptual context for your study. The
ways in which you can put together a useful and valid conceptual context from
these sources are particular to each study, and not something for which any
cookbook exists. The main [hing [O keep in mind is the need for integration of
[hese components
with one another, and wieh your purposes and research quesrions. A particularly
valuable tool for generating and understanding
[hese connecrions in your research is a technique known as concept mapping (Novak &
Gowin, 1984); 1 have provided guidance for using concept maps in qualitative
research design elsewhere (Maxwell,
1996a).

11 Research Questions: What Do You Want to Understand?
Your research questions-what
you specifically want ro understand by doing your study-are
at the heart of your research designo They are the one
component
[har directly connects [O all of [he other components of the designo
More than any o[her aspect of your design, your research questions wil! have
an influence on, and should be responsive to, every oeher pan of your study.
This is different from seeing research questions as the staning point or
primary determinant
of ehe designo Models of design eha[ place ehe formularion
ef research queseions at the begin'ling of [he design process. and [hat see ebese

questions as determining the other aspects of[he design, don't do justice [O the
interacti ve and inducti ve nature of qualitative research. The research questions
in a qualitarive study should not be formulated in detail until the purposes and
conce.~t (and sometimes general aspects of the sampling and data cOllection) of
ehe design are clarified, and should remain sensitive and adaptable to the implications or o[her pares of the designo Often you will need to do a significan[
pan ot' the research before it is clear to you wha[ specific research questions it
m;¡kes sense [Q tey 10 answer.
This does not mean [hat qualitaeive researchers should, or usually do, begin
studies with 110 questíons, simply going ineo the field with "open minds" and
seeing what is there to be investigaeed:Every
researcher begíns with a substancial base of experience and theoretical knowledge, and these inevitably generate certain questions about the phenomena
studied. These ini[ial questions
frame the study in importanc ways, intluence decisions about methods, and are
one basis for funher focusing and development
of more specific questions.
However, these specific questions are 'generally the remlr of an ineer:lctive
design process, rather ehan the staning poine for thac process. For example,
Suman Bhattacharjea
(1994; see Maxwell,
1996:1, p. 50) spent ayear doing.
field research on women's roles in a Pakistani educational distric[ ot'fice before
she was able to focus on two specific research queseions and submit her disser- .
tation proposal; at that poine. she had also developed several hyporheses
as
tentative answers to [hese questions.

o

rhe Funcrions of Researcll Ques(ions

In your research design, [he research questions serve [Wo main funceions:
to help you tO focus rhe study (the questions'
relationship tO your purposes :lnd
conc~ptual
context) and to give you guidance for how ro conduct ie (their relationship to methods ~Ind validity). A design in whích tbe research ques[ions are
too general or too diffuse creates difficulties both for conducting the study-in
knowing what si[e or informants to choose, whar data to collect, and how [O
analyze these dat~-and
for clear/y connecting what you learo [O your purposes
;¡nd existing knowledge (Miles & Huberman,
1994, pp. 22-15). Research questions that are precisely framed toa early in the study, on [he other ha~d, may
lead you to overlook areas of theory or prior e.~perience
that are relevant '[o
your understanding
of what is going on, or cause you to pay too !¡(lic attention
to a \Vide range of data early in the study, dat~ that can reveal important and
unanticipated
phenomena and relationships.
A third problem is that you may be srnugg!ing une.umined
~ssumptions
in[o the research questions themselves, imposing a conceptual framework thae
doesn' t fit [he reality you are studying. A research question such as "How do)
eeachers deal \Vi[h the experience of isolation from [heir colleagues
in their
classrooms?"
assumes that teachers do experience such ¡solation. Such an assumpeion needs [O be carefully examined and justified, and withoue this juseification ie might be better [O frame such a question as a tentati ve subquestion
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For all of these reasons, there is real danger to your study if you do not
carcfully formula(c your rescarch qucstions in connection with the other cornponents of your designo y our research questions need to take account of what
you want to accornplish by doing the study (your purposes), and of what is
already known about [he [hings you want to study and your tenca[ive theories
about these phcnomena (your conceptual contcxt). There is no reason lO pose
rcscarch qucstions for whieh the answcrs are already available, that don't
clcarly conneet to what you think is actually going on, or that would have no
direet relcvance [O your goals in doing the researeh.
Li kewise. your rescarch questions need to be ones that are answerable by
the kind of study you ean.aetllaliy eondue.t. There is no vallle to posing questions that no feasible study could answer, either because the data that could
answer thcm could not be obtained or because any conclusions you might draw
from these data wOllld be subjcet to scrious validity threats.
A common problem in the developmcnt
of research questions is confusion
bctween researeh issues (what you want to unders(and by doing the study) and
practical issues (what you want [O Qeeomplish). Your research questions need
10 eonnee( clearly to your practical concerns,
but in general an empirical study
cannot directly answer practical questions such as, "How can 1 improve this
pl"Ogram?" 01' "What is the best way to increase medical students' knowledge
of scienceT'. [n order to address such practical questions, you need to focus on
what you ~Ion't Llflders(and about the phenomena you are studying, and to invt:stig:lte what is really going on with these phenomena. For example, the practical goal of Martha Regan-Smith' S (1992) dissertation
research was to improve the teaching ofthe basic sciences in medical school (see Maxwell. 1996a,
pp. 116fL). However, her research questions focused not on this goal, but on
what e.~ceptional
teachers in her school did that helped students to leam
science-something
she had realized that she didn't know. and that ought to
have importane implications for how to improve such teaching overal!. Unless
you frame research questions that your study can clearly address, you run the
risk of either designing a study with unanswerable
questions 01' smuggling your
goals into the answers to the questions themselves, destroying the credibility
of your study.
A second ConflHip!I, pne tl1m can ¡:;reate probleffi$ for interview studies, Í§
¡hat bt1tween n:search questions and interview questions. Your rosearch questiuns identify the things [hat you want to understand; your interview questions
generate {he data that you need to understand these things. This distinction is
discussed in more detail below, in the section on methods.
There are three issues that you should keep in mind in formulating rescarch
questions for applied social research. Firse, research questions may legitimately
bt: t'ramed in particular as well as general terms. There is a strong tendency in
basic research to state research questions in general terms, such as, "How do
:jtuuents de al with racial and ethnic di fference in multiracial schools?" and then

to "operationalize"
these questions by selccting a particular sample or site. This
tendency can be counterproductive
when the purpose ofyour study is to understand and improve so me particular program, situation, or practice. In applied
research. it is aften more appropriate to formulate research questions in particular terms. such as, "How do students al North High 5chool deal with racial
and ethnic differcnce?"
Second, some researchers bclieve that qucstions should be stated in terms
of what [he respondents repon 01' what can be directly observed, rather than in
terms of inferred behavior. beliefs. ar causal influcnces. This is what [ call an
instrumentalist
or positivist. rather [han a realist, approach to rescarch questions (Maxwell, 1992; Norris. 1983). Instrumentalists
formulate their questions
in terms of observable 01' Illcasurablc data. and arc suspicious of infercnces to
things that cannot be defined in terms of such data. For example. instrumentalists would reject a question such as, "How do exemplary teachers help medical students !caro scicnce'?" and rcplacc it with qucstions likc "How do mcdieal
studt:nts repor( IItQ( exemplary teachers help them learn science?" or "How are
exemplary teachers observed 10 (eaeh basic science?"
Realists. in contrast, don't a,sume that research questions about feelings,
beliefs, intentions, prior behavior, effects, and so on need to be reduced to, 01'
reframed as. questions about the actual data that one uses. Instead, they treat
their data as fallible eviderzce about these phenomena, to be used critically to
develop and test ideas about what is going on (Campbell. 1988; Cook & Campbell,
1979; Maxwell. 1992).
The main risk of using instrumentalist
questions is thm you willlo$e sight
of what you are really intcrested in, and define your study in ways that obscure
the actual phenomena you want lO investigate, ending up with a rigorous but
uninteresting
conclusion.
As in the joke about ehe man who was looking for
his keys under the streetlight (rather than where he dropped them) because the
light was better there, you may never find what you started out to look fol'. An
instrumentalist
approach lO your research questions may also rnake it more
difficult for your study to address importane purposes of your study directly,
and can inhibit your theorizing about phenomena that are not directly observable.
My own preference is to use realist questions, and to address as systernati.
cally and rigorously as possible the validity threats ehat this approach involves,
Theseriousness
of these validity thrc¡¡ts (such as self-report bi;¡s) needs tO be

imesscd

in [he conte,xt of

j),

particular

study; these thrl;\ats are often not as se.

rious as instrumentaJists
imply. There are also effective ways.to address these
threats in a qualitative design, which 1 discuss below in the section on validity.
The risk of triviaJizing your study by restricting your questions to what can be
directly observed is usually more serious than the risk of drawing invalid conclusions. As [he statistician John Tukey (1962) put it, "Far better an appro.~i.
mate answer to the right question, which is often vague, than an e:mct answer
to the wrong question, which can always be made precise" (p. 13).
One issue that is not entirely a matter of realism versus instrumentalism
is
whether research questions in interview studies should be framed in terms of
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the respondents'
perceptions or beliefs rather than the actual state of affairs.
You should base this decision not simply on the seriousness
of the validity
threats. but also on what you actually want to understand.
[n many qualitative
studies, the real inleresl is in how participants
make sense of whal has happened. and how Ihis perspective informs their actions, rather Ihan determining
precisely what took pl;;¡ce ..
Finally, m;;¡ny researchers (consciously orunconsciously)
focus theirqueslions on vnri;;¡nce rather than process (Maxwell, 1996n; Mohr, 1982). Variance
questions denl with difference and correlation; they often begin with nls there,"
"Dees," "How much," or "To what extent." For example, a variance approach
to Martha Regan·Smith'
s (1992) study would ask questions like "Do exem·
plary medieal school teachers differ from others in their teaching of basic sci·
ence?" or "Is there a relationship
between teachers'
behavior and students'
learning?" and attempt te measure [hese di fferences and relationshi ps. Process
questions. in contrast, focus on how and why things happen, rather than wherher
there is a particular difference or relationship or holV much it is explained by
other vari:1bles. Regan-Smith's
actual quescions focused on holV these teachers
helped students learn. tha¡ is, the process by which their teaching helped the
students te learn.
In a qualitalive study, it can be dangerous for you to frame your research
questions in a way that focuses on differences and their explanation. This may
lead you to begin thinking in variance terms. to try to identify the variables that
will account for observed or hypothesized differences, and tO overlook the real
slrength of a qualitative
approach, which is in underscanding
the process by
which phenomena
take place. Variance queslions are often best answered by
quantitative
approaches.
which are powerful ways of determining
whether a
particular result is causally relnted to one or another variable, and to what extent
chese are related. However, qualicative research is often better at showing how
chis occurred. Variance questions are legicimate in qualitative
research. but
they are ofcen best grounded in the answers to prior process questions.
Qualitacive researchers
¡hus tend to generate two kinds of quescions that
are much better suiced [O process theory than to variance theory: questions
abouc the meaning of events and accivicies te the people involved in them and
questions about the influence of the physical and social concexr on these evems ano activities. (See the earlier discussion of meaning and context as research
purposes.) Because bach of these types of questions involve situation-specific
phenomena,
they do not lend themselves to the kinds of comparison and control
th;u variance Iheory requires. Instead, they generally involve an open-ended,
inLluctive approach, in order te discover what these meanings and intluences
are. and how they are involved in these events and activities-an
inherently processual orientation.
Developing
relevant. facused, answerable
research questions takes time;
such questions cannot be chrown tegether quickly. nor in mosC studies can they
be definicively formubted
before data collection and analysis begin. Generating good quescions requires thac you pay attention not just te the questions

themselves. but te their connections with all of the other design components:
the purposes that answering the questions might serve. rhe implications for your
questions of your conceptual context, the methods you could use to answer the
questions, and the validity threats you will need to address. As is true with the
othercomponents
ofyourdesign.
writing memos about these issues is an extremely
useful toOI for developing your questions (Maxwell. 1996a, pp. 61-62).

11 IHetllOds: WJzat Wil/ You Actually Do?
There is no "cookbook"
for doing qualitative research. The appropriate
answer to almost any question about the use of qualitative methods is nlt depends." The value and feasibility of your research methods cannot be guaranteed by your adhering to methodological
rules; rather, they depend on the specific set!ing and phenomena you are studying and the actual consequences
of
your strategy

o

for studying

ir.

Presrr/lcruring a Qualitative Srudy

One of the most important issues in designing a qualitative study is how
much you should attempt to prestructure your methods. Structured approaches
can help te ensure the comparability
of data across sources and researche~s.
and are thus particularly useful in answering variance questions. questions that
deal with differences between things andthe e.xplanation for these ditIerences.
Unstructured
approaches, in contrasto allow the researcher to focus on the particular phenomena studied; they trade generalizability
and comparability
for
internal validity and contexlUal understanding,
and are particularly useful for
understanding
che processe5 thac led tO specific outcomes. what Hubermanand
Miles (t 983) cal! "'ocal causalicy." Sayer (1992. pp. 241 ff.) refers te these two
approaches as "extensive" and nintensive" research designs, respective!y.
However. Miles and Huberman (1994) waro thac
highly inductive. loosely designed studies make good sense when e~perienced
researehers ha ve plenty of time and are exploring aotie eultures. understudied
phenomena, or very eomple.~ social phenomena. But if you· re new to qualitati ve
studies and are looking at a beuer underslOod phenomenon within a familiar
eulture or subeulture. a loose. inductive design is a wa.ste 01' time. Ylonths of
fieldwork and ~oluminous case studies rnay yield only a few banalities. (p. (7)
They also point out that prestructuring
reduces the amount of data thar you h~,ve
te deal with, functioning as a form of preanalysis that simplifies the analyt'c
work required.
Unfortunate!y.
most discussions of chis issue treat prestructuring
as a single
dimension, and view it in terms of metaphors such as hard versus 50ft and tight
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versus loose. Such rnctaphors have powerful connotations
(although they are
different for different people) that can lead you to overlook or ignore the numerous ways in which studics can vary, notjust in the amollnt of prestructuring.
but in Irow prestructuring
is used. Forexample, you could employ an extremely
open approach to data collcction, but use these data for a confirmatory
test of
explicit hypothcses bascd on a prior theory (e.g., Festingcr. Rjecker, & Schachter,
1':)56). [n contrast, the approach often known as ethnoscience
or cognitive anthropology (Werner & Schoeptle.
1987a, 1987b) employs highly structured
data collection techniques, but interprets these data in a largeIy inductive manner, with very few preestablished
categories. Thus the decision you facc is not
primarily whether or to whal eXlenl you prestructure your study, but in what
\Vays you do this, and why.
Finally. it is worth k~eping in mind that you can layout a lentative plan
for some aspects of your study in considerable detail, but (eave open the possibility of substantially
rcvising this if necessary.
Emergent insights may
rcquirc new sampling plans, differcnt kinds of data, and different analytic
stratcgies.
1 distinguish

four main components

of qualitative

l. The research relationship th~t you establish with those you study

J. Dat.a collection: how you gather the information you will use
Data arialys(s: what you do with lhis information in order to make sense al' it

It is useful to think of all of these components as involving design decisionskey issuesth;¡t you should consider in planning your study, and that you should
rethink as you are engaged in it.

o

Negotialing a Research Relalionship

Your relationships
with the people in your study can be complex and
Changeable. and these relationships will necessarily affect you as the "research
instrument,"
as well as have implicatíons
for ather components
of your research designo My changing relationships with the people in the Inuit cammuc
nity in which 1 conducted my dissertation research (Maxwell. 1986) had a prot'ound efIect not only on my own state af mind, but on who 1 was able tO
interview, my opportunities
for observatían of social life. the quality of the
Jata [collected, the research qucstions I was able to answer. and my ability to
test my conclusions. The term reflexivily (Hammersley
& Atkinson, 1983) is
often used for this unavoidable mutual influence of the Tesearch participants
and the researcher on each other.
There are also philosophical,
ethical, and political
form the kind of rclationship ¡hat YOl! want to establish.
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has been a growing interest in alternati ves to the traditional style of research,
including participatory
action research, collaborative
research, feminist research, critical ethnography,
and empowermem
research (see Oen¡:in &
Lincoln, 1994; Fetterman et al., 1996; Oja & Smulyan, 1939; Whyte, 1991).
Each of these modes of research involves different sorts of relationships
between the rcsearcher and the participants
in the rescarch, and has differem
implications
for the rest of the research designo
Thus it is important that you think about the kinds of relationships
you
want to have with the people whom you study, and what you need to do to
establish such relationships.
I see these as design decisions, not simply as external factors_that may affect your designo Although they are not completely
under your control and cannot be defined prccisely in advance, they are still
matters that rcquire systernatic planning and retlection if your design is to be
as coherent as possíblc.

o

Decislons AboLlt Sampling: Where. When. Who, and Whal

methods:

2. Sampling: what times, settings. or individuals you select to observe or inter, view~ amI wflat other sources 01' information you decide to use
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issues that should in[n recent years, there

Whenever you have a choice about when and where to observe, whom to
talk to. or what information sources to focus on, you are faced with a sampling
decision. Even a single case study involves a choice of this case rather than
orhers, as well as requiring sampling dccisions wilhin the case itself. Miles
and Hubcrman (1994, pp. 27-34) and LeCompte and Preissle (1993, pp. 56-85)
provide valuable discussions 01' particular sampling issues; here, 1 want tO talk
mure generally about the nalurc ancJ purposes of sampling in qualitativc
research.
Works on quantitative research generally treat anything other than probability sarnpling as "convenience sampling," and strongly discourage the latter.
For qualitative research. this ignores the fact that most sampling in qualitative
research is neither probability sampling nor convenience sampling, but falls
into a third category: purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990, pp. 169ff.). This is a
. strategy in which particular settings, persons, or events are deliberately
selected for the important information they can provide that cannot be gotten as
well from other choices.
There are several important uses for purposeful sampling. First, ie can be
used to achieve representativeness
or typicality of the settings, individuals. or
activities selected. A small sample that has been systematically
selected for
typicalíty and relative homogeneity provides far more confidence that the conclusions adequately represent ¡he average members of the population than does
a sample of the same size th~t incorporates
substaritial random or accidental
varíalion. Secand, purpaseful sampling can be used to capture adequately the
helerogeneity
in lhe population. The goal here is to ensure that the conclusions
adequately represent the entirc range of variation, rather than only the typical
members or some subset of this range. Third, a sample can be purposefulIy
selected to allow for the examination of cases that are critical for the thearies
the stucJy bcg3n Wilh. or that h:\vc subscquently
been dcveloped. Final/y, pur-
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poseful sampling can be used te establish particular comparisons
te jlluminate
the reasons for differences between senjngs or individuals, a common strategy
in multicase qualitative studies.
You should not make sampling decisions in isolation from the rest al' your
designo They should take ioto account your research relationship
with study
participants.
the feasibility al' data collection and analysis. and validity con.
ceros, as well as your purposes and conceptual
context. In addition, feasible
sampling decisions often require'considerable
knowledge of the setting studied, and you wilI need te alter them as you learn more about what decisions
will work best to gíve you the data you need.
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Decisions Abora Dara Collecrion

Most qualitative melhods texts devote considerable
space [Q the stréngths
aml limitations 01' particular data collection methods (see particularly Bogdan
& Biklen, 1992: Pauon. 1990: \Veiss, 1994). so [won't deal with these issues
here. Instead, I want to address two key design issues in selecting and using
data collection methods: the relalionship
between research questions and data
collection methods, :lnd the triangulation
of different methods.
Although researchers
ofren taJk about "operationalizing"
their research
questions. or of "transl:Hing" the research questions into interview questions.
this language is a vestigial remnant of logical positivism that bears little relationship to qualitative research practice. There is no way to convert research
questions ioto useful methods decisions: your methods are the means to answering your research questions,
not a logical transformation
of the latter.
Their selection depends not only on your research questions, but on ¡he actual
research situation and what will work most effectively in that situation to give
yau the data you need. Forexample.
your interview questions should bejudged
not by whether [hey can be logically derived from your research questions. bUI
by whether they provide the data that will contri bu te to answering these qUt::stions, an issue that may require pilot testing a variety of questions or actuaJly
conducting a significant part of the interviews. You need to anticipate. as best _
you can, how particular interview questions or other data collection strategies
will actually work in practice. [n addition. your interview questions and observ:llional strategies wilI generally be far more focused, context.specific.
and
diverse than the broad, general research questions that define what you seek to
understand in conducting the study. The development
of a good data collection
plan requires creativity and insight, not a mechanical translatian of your research questions illta methods.
In additioj1, qualilative
studies gene rally rely on the integration 01' data
from a variety of melhods and sources of information,
::l general principie
known as tdangulation
(Denzin, 1978). This reduces the risk that your conelusions wil! reflect only the systematic biases or limitations of a specific method,
and allows you to gain a better assessment of the validity and generaliey of the

explanations
that you develop.
section on validity.

o

Triangulation

is also discussed

below.

in the

Decisions Aboll/ Data Anul,l'.ds

Analysis is 01' ten conceptualIy separated from designo especially by writers
who see design as what happens be/ore the data are actualIY collected. Here. I
treat analysis as a part of designo and as something that must itself be designed.
Every qualitative study requires decisions about how the analysis wilI be done.
and these decisions should intluenc~,
and be intluenced
by, the rest of the
designo
One 01' the most common problems qualit:ltive researchers have is that they
let their unanalyzed neld notes and transcripts pile up, ma:":ing the task of final
analysis much more difficult and discouraging
than it needs to be. [n my di ssertation research on Inuit kinship, if I had not analyzed my data as I collected
it, [ would have missed the insights that enabled me [Q collect m:my of the dat:l
( ~ventually
us~d [Q support my conclusions. You should begin d:lt:l analysis
"immedialely
:lfter finishing Ihe fírst interview or observatjon,
:lnd continue"to
analyze the data as long as you are working on [he research. This allows you
to progressively
focus your interviews and observations,
and [Q decide how 'to
test your emerging conclusions.
Strategies for qualitative analysis falJ into three main groups: categorizing
strategies (such as coding and thematic analysis), contextualizing
strategies
(such as n:lrrative analysis and individual case sludies), and memos :lnd displays. These strategies are discussed in more detail by Coffey and Atkinson
(1996) and Dey (1993). These merhods can, and gener:llJy should, be combined, but I will begin by discussing them separalely .
. The main categorizing
strategy in qualitative research is coding. lhis is
ralher different from coding in quantitative research, which consists of apply·
ing a preestablished
set 01' c:ltegories tO the data according to e.xplicit, unam.
biguous rules, with the primary goal being [Q generate frequency COUfltSof Ihe
items in each category. In qualilalive research. in contrast, the goal of coding
is not to produce counts of Ihings, but to "fracture" (Strauss, 1987. p. 29) Ihe
data and rearrange it into categories rhat facilitate comparison
between things
in the same category and between categories, These calegories may be derived
from exisling theory. inductively generated during the research (the basis for
what Glaser & Strauss, 1967, term "grounded theory"), or drawn from [he
categories of the people studied (whal anthropologists
call "emic" c:ltegorie,s).
Such calegorizing
makes il much easier for you to develop a general understanding 01' what is going on, [O generate themes and theoretical concepts, and
lO organize and retrieve your data to test and support these general ideas. U"'n
excellent practical source on coding is Bogdan & BikIen, 1992: for more elaborate treatment, see Dey, 1993.)
However, fracturing and categorizing
your data C::ln lead to the lIeglect 01'
contextual relationships
among these data. relationships
based on conliguity
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rather than similarity (Ma.nvell & Miller, n.d.), and can create analytic blindcrs, preventing you from sceing alternative ways of understanding
your data.
Atkinson (/992) describes how his initial categorizing
analysis of data on the
teaching of general medicine affected his subsequent analysis of the teaching
nf surgery: "On rereading the surgery notes, 1 initially found it difficult to escape those categories
[ had initially established
(for medicine].
Undersrandably, they furnished a powerful conceptual grid .... The notes as 1confronted
them had been fragmented into the constituent themes" (pp. 458-459).
What [ call contextualizing
strategies (Maxwell & Miller, n.d.) were devt:loped in part to deal with these problems. Instead of fracturing the initial text
into discrete elements and re-sorting it into categories, contextualizing
analysis
attempts [Q understand the data (usually, but not necessaiily, an interview transcript or other textual material) in context, using various methods to identify
the relationships among the different efements of the texto Such strategies include so me forms of case studies (Pauon, 1990), pro fiJes (Seidman, 1991), so me
types of narrative analysis (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996), and ethnographic
microanalysis (Erickson, 1992). What all of these strategies ha ve in common is
that they look for relationships
that connect statements and events within a
particular context into a coherent whole. Atkinson (1992) states:
[am,now much less inclined to fragment [he notes ¡nto relatively small segments.
Tnstea~, 1ain just as intereS[C9 in reading episodes and passages a[ greater length,
with ..a,correspondingly different attitude [oward [he ac[ 01' reading and hence of
'ánalysis: Rather than cons[ruc[ing my aCCOUIJ[like a pa[chwork quilt, r feel more
like' Working 'wi[h [he whole cloth. " . To be more precise, what now concerns me
is [he nature 01' these products as lexlS. (p. 460)
The distinction between categorizing
and contextualizing
strategies has
important implications
for your research questions. A research question that
asks about the way events in a specific context are connected cannot be answered by an exclusively categorizing
analysis (Agar, 1991). Conversely, a
question about similarities
and differences across settings or individuals, or
about genera! themes in your data, cannot be answered by an exclusively conte.uuaJizing analysis. Your analysis strategies have to be compatible with the
questions you are asking. Both categorizing and contextualizing
strategies are
legitimate and valuable tools in qua!itative analysis, and a study that relies on
only one of these runs the risk of missing important insights.
The third category of analytic tools, memos and displays, is also a key pare
of qualitative analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 72·75; Strauss & Corbin.
1<.)90, pp. 197-223). As discussed aboye, memos can perform functions not
related to data analysis, such as reflection on methods, theory, or purposes.
However, displays and memos are valuable analytic techniques for the same
reasons they are useful for other purposes: They facilitate your thjnking about
relationships in your data and make your ideas and analyses visible and retriev.
able. You should write memos frequentJy while you are doing data analysis,
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in order to stimulate and capture your ideas about your data. Displays (Miles
& Huberman,
1994), which include matrices or tables, networks or concept
maps, and various othcr forms, also scrve two other purposes: data reduction
and the presentation of data or analysis in a form that allows you to see it as a
whole.
There are now a substantial number of computer programs available for
analyzing quaJitative data and a number of recent books comparing and evaluating these (e.g., Tesch. 1990; Weitzman & Miles, 1995). Although none of
these programs eliminates the need to read your data and crea te your own concepts and relationships,
they can enormously simplify the task of coding and
retrieving data in a large project. H6wever. most of thcse programs are designed primarily for categorizing analysis, and may distort your analytic strategy tQward such approaches. For example, one group of researchers,
employing a widely used qualitative
analysis program to analyze interviews
with
historians about how they worked, produced a report that identified common
themes and provided examples of how fndividual historians taJked about these,
but completely failed to answer the funde~'s
key questions, which had to do
with how individual historians thought about the connections among these different issues in their own work (Agar, (991). So-called hypertext programs
(Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, pp. 181-186) allow you to create e!ectronic Jinks.
representing
any sort of connection you want. among data within a particular
conte.~t. but the openness of such programs can make them difficult for less e.~perienced researchers to use effectively. A few of the more structured programs.
such as ATLAS/ti. enable you not only to createlinks
among data chunks.
codeso and memos, but also to display the resulting networks (Weitzman
&
Miles. 1995, pp. 222-224r
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Validity: How ¡v[ight You Be Wrong?

Quantitatiye and experimental
researchers generally attempt to design, in
advance, controls that will deal with both anticipated and unanticipated
threats
to validity. Qualitative researchers, on the other hand, rarely have the benefit
of formal comparisons,
sampling strategies, 01' statistical manipulations
that
"control for" [he effect of particular variables, and must try to rule out most
validity threats after the research has begun, using evidence collected during
the research itself to make these "altemati ve hypotheses"
implausible.
This
approach requires you to identify the specific threat in question and to develop
ways to attempt [O rule out that particular threat. ft is clearly impossíble [O list ~)
here aJ!, 01' even the most important. validity threats to the conclusions
of a
qualitatiye study, but 1 want to discuss two broad types of threats to yalidity
that are often raised in relation to qualitative studies: researcher bias and the
effect of the researcher on ¡he setting 01' individuals studied, generally kno\Vn
as reacti'lity,
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Bias refers eo ways in which daea coJleceion or analysis are distorted by [he
researcher's
eheory, values. or preconceplions.
re is c1early impossible to deal
with ehese problems by eliminating
ehese eheories, preconceplions.
or values,
as discussed earlier. Nor is it usually appropriale
io try to "standardize"
the
n:searcher to achieve reliability; in qualicative research, the main concern is
not with eliminating
variance between researchers
in [he values and expec¡ations they bring to the study. but wi¡h understanding
how a particular researcher's
values influence ¡he conduct and conclusions
of the study. As one
qualitaeive researcher. Fred Hess, has phrased it, validity in qualitative research
is the resu!e noe of indifference,
but of incegrity (personal communication).
Slrategies thal are userul in achieving chis are discussed below (and in more
Jetail in MaxweJl, 19960.).
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Reacriviry ís a second problem that is aften raised about qualilative scudies.
The approach 10 reactivitY'of most quantitative
research, of trying te "control
fur" Ihe effect of the researeher, is appropriate to a "variance theory" perspec[i ve, in which the goal is [Q prevent researcher variabiliry from being an un:
wanted cause of variability in the OU[come variables. However, elimin::uing the
actual intluenee of the researcher
is impossible
(Hammersley
& Atkinson,
1083), and the goal in a qualitalive study is nO[ to elimina[e chis intluenee bu[
(O underst:lnd
it and [Q use it productivdy.
For participant observarion studies, reactivi[y is generalJy not as senous a
v:lIidity threat as many people beJieve. Becker (1970, pp. 451'1'.) points out thil(
in natur:.d seuings, anobserver
is gener:Jlly much less 01' an intluence on participancs' behavior than is the seuing i[self(though
[here are eJearly exceptions
to chis, sueh as seuings in which illegal behavior oceurs). For all types 01' int<:rviews, in contrast, the imerviewer has a powerful and inescapable intluence
1)0 the data
collected: wha[ the interviewee
says is always a function of the
interviewer
and the interview si[uation (Briggs. 1986: Mishler, 1986). Al.
though there are some [hings you can do to prevent [he more undesirable consequenees of this (such as avoiding leading questions),
trying to "minimize"
your effect on the interviewee
is an impossible goal. As discussed above for
"bias," what is important is [o unders[and holV you are intluencing wha[ [he
interviewee
says, and how this affects the validi[y 01' the inferenees you can
draw from the interview.

o

Validiry Tests: A Checklisr

I diseuss below some of [he most important strategies you can use in a
qualitative study to deal with particular vaJidity [hreats and rhereby increase
the credibility of your eonclusions.
Miles and Huberman (1994, pp. 262ff.)
include a more exrensive lisr, having some overlap with mine, and orher lisrs
an~ given by Becker (1970), Kidder (1981), Guba and Lincoln (1989), and
Pauon (1990). Most of these strategies operate primarily nO[ by verifying your
conclusions,
but by testing [he validity of your concJusions and the exisrence
of poten[ial threats to those concJusions (Campbell,
(988) ..The idea is to look

for evidence
implausible.

thal challenges

your conclusion,

or thut makes the potential

threat

\
Tire modus operandi approaclr. One strategy often used ¡'or testing explanations in qualita[ive researeh, which differs significanrly from those prevaJent
in quanti[a[ive
research, has been calkd the "modus operandi method" by
Scriven (1974). It resembles the approach of J detective trying to solve a crime,
an F.-\A inspector [rying to determine the cause 01' an airplane crash, a physieian
auempting [Q diagnose a patient's illness, or a historian, geologist. 01' evo/utionary biologist trying !O aeeount for a par.ticular sequence 01' events. However, its
logic has received liule formal explication
(recent exceptions
are found in
Gould, 1989: Maxwell, 1996b; Mohr, 1995; Ragin, 1987), and has nOI been
clearly understood even by many qualitative researchers. Basically, rather th"n
trying to deal with alternativi: possible causes or validity threats as variables.
by eirher holding them constant or comparing the result of differences in their
values in order to determine their effec[, the modus operandi method deals wi[h
them as events, by searching for clues as to whether they took place and were
involved in the ourcome in question. Thus a researcher who is concerned about
whether some 01' her interviews with [eachers were being intluenced by their
principal', well-known views on the topies being inves[igated, rather [han eliminating [eachers wíth rhis principal from her sample or eomp¡¡ring interviews of
teachers with different principals to detect [his intluence, would ¡ook for internal
evidence of this intluenee in her imerviews or orher data. or would try [Q find
ways 01' investigating this intluence direetly through her interviews.
Searching/orJiscrepant
~vid~nce
and negarive cases. Looking for and anaIyzing discrepant data and negative cases is an importanr way 01' tes[ing a proposed conclusion. There is a s[rong and 01'ten unconscious
[endency tÚ researchers to notice supporting instances and ignore ones tha[ don'[ tit [heir
preestablished conclusions (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 263; Shweder, (980).
Thus you need to develup e.~plicit and systema[ic strategies for making sure that
you don't overlook data that could point out flaws in your reasoning or eonelusions. However, diserepan[ evidence can itself be tlawed; you need to examine
bo[h the supporting and diserepant evidence to determine whether ¡he conelusion in ques¡ion is more plausible than the po[ential al[ernatives.
Triangula/ion. Triangulation,
as discussed above, reduces [he risk 01' systematic dis[Qrtions ¡nherent in [he use of only one me[hod, because no single
me[hod is complerely free from all possible validity [hreats. The most ,~x[ensive
discussion of triangulation as a validity-testing
strategy in qualitative research
is offered by Fielding and Fielding (1986), who emphasize the fallibility of any
particular me[hod and the need [Q design [riangulation s[rategies to de a! wirh
specific validity thre:lts. For example, interviews, ques[ionnaires,
and ¡Jocu-
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ments may all be vulnerable to sclf-report bias or ideological distortion: effective tríanguJation would require an additional method that is not subject to this
particular threat, though it might well have other threats that would be dealt with
by lhe former methods.
Feedback. Soliciting feedback from others is an extremely useful strategy
ror identifying validity threats, your own biases and assumptions, and f1aws in
your logic or methods. You should try to get such feedback from a variety of
people, both those familiar with the phenomena or settings you are studying and
those who are strangers to them. These two groups of individuals will give you
di/Terent sorts of commen~s, but both are valuable.

M ember check..r. One particular sort of feedback deserves special attention:
the systematic solicitation of theviews of participants in your study about your
data and conclusions, a process known as "member checks" (Guba & Lincoln,
1989, pp. 238-241: Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 275-277). This is the single
most important way of ruling out the possibility of your misinterpreting
the
meaning of what the participants say and the perspective they have on what
is going on. However, it is important that you not assume that participants'
reactions are thcm?clves necessarily valid (Bloor. 1983); their responses should
be taken sjmply as evidence
regarding the validity of your account (see
Hammcr~¡ey
& Atkinson. 1983).

assess the amounC of evidence in your data that bears on a particular conclusion
or threat, such as how many discrepant instances exist and from how many different
sources they were obtained. For example, Becker et al. (1961). in their study of
medical students, present more than 50 tables and graphs of the amount and
distribution of theír observation and interview data to support their conclusions.

D~sig1tfl1g
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Comparison.
Although explicit comparisons (such as control groups) for
the purpose of assessing validity threats are mainly associated with quantitative,
variance-theory
research, there are valid uses forcomparison
in qualitative studies, particula~ly
multisite studies (e.g., Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 237). [n
addition. single case studies often incorporate implicit comparisons
that contribute to the interpretability
of the case. For example, Martha Regan-Smith
(1992), in her "uncontrolled"
study of how exemplary medical school teachers
helped students learo, used both the e.xisting lilerature on "typical" medieal
school teaching and her own extensive knowledge of this topic to determine
what was distinctive about the teachers she studied. Furthermore,
the students
she interviewed explicitly contrasted these teachers with others whom they felt
were not as helpful lo them, explaining not only what the exemplary teachers
did that increased their learning, but why this was helpful.

o

Generali¿alion

in Quali(Qcive Research

Qualitative

Rich data. "Rich"

data are data that are detailed and complete enough that
they provide a full and revealing picture ofwhat is going on. [n interview studies,
such data gene rally require verbatim transcripts of the interviews, rather than
simply notes on what you noticed or felt was significant. For observation, rich
data are the product of detailed, descriptive note taking about the specific, concrete events that you observe. Becker (1970, pp. 51 ff.) argues that such data
"counter the twin dangers of respondent duplicity and observer bias by making
it difficult for respondents to produce data that uniformly support a mistaken
eonclusion, just as they make it dífficult for the observer to restriet his observations so that he sees only what supports his prejudiees and expectations" (p. 52).
The key function of rich data is to provide a test of your developing theories,
rather than simply a source of supporting instances.
Quasi-s(Qcistics.
Many of the conclusions of qualitatíve studies have an implicit quantitative component. Any claim that a particular phenomenon is typical. rare, or prevalent in the setting or population studied is an inherently quantitative claim, and requires some quantitative support. Becker (1970, p. 31) has
coined the term "quasi-statistics"
to refer to the use of simple numerical results
that can be readily derived from the data. Quasi-statistics
not only allow you to
te~t and support claims that are inherently quantitative, they also enable you to

researchers often study only a single setting or a small number
or sites, using theoretical or purposefulrather
than probability
sampling, and rarely make explicit claims about the generalizability
01' their
accounts. Indeed, the value of a qualitative study may depend on its lack 01'
generalizability
in the sense of being representative
of a larger population: it
may providc an account of a setting or population that is illuminating
as an
extreme case or "idea1 type." Freidson (1975). for his study of social controls
on work in a medieal group praetice, deliberately selected an atypical pracrice,
one in whieh the physicians were better trained and more "progressive"
than
usual and that was strueturcd preeísely to deal with the problems he was studying. He argues [hat the documented failure of socia! eontrols in this case pro.
vides a far stronger argument for ¡he generalizability
of his conclusions
than
would the study Of a "typical" practice.
The generalizability
of qualitative studies is usually based not on explicit
sampling of some defined populatíon to whieh the results can be extended. bur
on ¡he development of a ¡heory thar can be extended to other cases (Becker.
1991; Ragin. 1937; Yin, 1994). For chis reason, Guba and Lincoln (1989) prefer
to talk of"¡ransrerability"
rather than "generalizability"
in qualitative research.
Hammersley (1992. pp. 139-191) and Weiss ([994, pp. 26-29) list a number
of fearures that lend credibility to generalizations
made from case studies or
nonrandom samples. ineluding respondents' own assessments of generalizability. rhe similarity of dynamics and constraints toocha situations. the presumed
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